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Abstrat: Assume-guarantee reasoning is a popular and expressive paradigm for a mod-ular and ompositional speiation of programs. It is in turn of beoming a fundamentalonept in mainstream industrial omputer-aided design tools for embedded system design.In this paper, we elaborate new foundations for ontrat-based embedded system designby proposing a general-purpose algebra of assume/guarantee ontrats based on two simpleonepts: rst, the assumption or guarantee of a omponent is dened as a lter and, seond,lters enjoy the struture of a Boolean algebra. This yields an algebraially rih struturewhih allows us to reason on ontrats.Key-words: assume/guarantee, ontrat, embedded system, veriation, Boolean algebra
∗ {yann.glouhe, paul.leguerni, jean-pierre.talpin, thierry.gautier}irisa.fr
Une algèbre booléenne de ontrats pour un raisonnementlogique sur hypothèses/garantiesRésumé : Le raisonnement basé sur hypothèses/garanties est un paradigme populaire etexpressif pour la spéiation modulaire et ompositionnelle de programmes. Cette approhedevient un onept fondamental dans l'informatique industrielle des outils de oneptionassistée par ordinateur pour les systèmes embarqués. Dans e rapport, nous élaboronsde nouvelles bases pour la oneption des systèmes embarqués fondée sur les ontrats, enproposant une algèbre de ontrats générale, basée sur deux onepts simples : d'une part,les hypothèses et garanties d'un omposant sont dénies en tant que ltres, et d'autre part,les ltres ont une struture d'algèbre booléenne. Il en résulte une struture algébrique rihequi permet de raisonner sur les ontrats.Mots-lés : hypothèse/garantie, ontrat, système embarqué, vériation, algèbre boo-léenne
A Boolean algebra of ontrats for logial assume-guarantee reasoning 3Contents1 Introdution 42 An algebra of proesses 43 An algebra of lters 94 An algebra of ontrats 145 Related work 186 Disussion 187 Conlusion 20Referenes 22A Proofs of Setion 2 23B Proofs of Setion 3 25C Proofs of Setion 4 30
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4 Y. Glouhe, P. Le Guerni, J-P. Talpin & T. Gautier1 IntrodutionCommon methodologial preepts for attaking the design of large embedded arhiteturesadvise the validation of speiations as early as possible and an iterative validation of eahrenement or modiation made to the initial speiation, until the implementation of thesystem is nalized. Additionally, ooperative omponent-based development requires to useand to assemble omponents, that have been developed by dierent suppliers, and in a safeand onsistent way. These omponents have to be provided with their onditions of use andsome guarantees that they have been validated when these onditions are satised.We adopt the paradigm of ontrat to dene a omponent-based validation proess inthe ontext of a synhronous modeling framework. We dene a novel algebrai framework toenable logial reasoning on ontrats. It is based on two simple onepts. First, the assump-tions and guarantees of a omponent are dened as lters: assumptions lter the behaviora omponent may aept and guarantees lter the behaviors a omponent provides. Seondand foremost, we dene a Boolean algebra to manipulate lters. This yields an algebraiallyrih struture whih allows us to reason on ontrats (to abstrat, rene, ombine and nor-malize them). This algebrai model is based on a minimalist model of exeution traes,allowing one to adapt it easily to a partiular design framework.The most important aspet introdued by the framework is the notion of lter, forwhih the negation is learly dened. A lter onstrains a nite set of variables, whih isrepresented by the set of the proesses whih satisfy these onstraints.Plan The paper is organized as follows. Setion 2 introdues a suitably general algebra ofproesses whih borrows its notation and onepts to domain theory [10℄. A ontrat (A,G)is viewed as a pair of logial devies ltering proesses: the assumption A lters proesses toselet (aept or onversely rejet) those that are asserted (aepted or onversely rejeted)by the guarantee G. Proess-lters are dened in Setion 3 and ontrats in Setion 4. Se-tion 5 presents related work and whih is further disussed around an example in Setion 6.Setion 7 onludes the presentation.2 An algebra of proessesWe start with the denition of a suitable algebra for behaviors and proesses. Usually, abehavior desribes the trae of a disrete proess (a Mazurkiewiz trae or a tuple of signalsin Lee's tagged signal model). We deliberately hoose a more abstrat denition in order toenompass not only disrete behaviors on Boolean, integer, real variables but also behaviorsof more omplex systems, suh as ontinuous funtions.Denition 1. [Behavior℄ Let V be an innite, ountable set of variables, and D a setof values; for Y, a nite set of variables inluded in V (written Y ⊂≀V), Y nonempty, aY-behavior is a funtion  :Y → D ; the set of X-behaviors is BX. This is extended to theINRIA
A Boolean algebra of ontrats for logial assume-guarantee reasoning 5empty variable domain:
BY =∆ Y → D and B∅ =∆ ∅For Y, a nite set of variables inluded in V, Y nonempty,  a Y-behavior, X a (possiblyempty) subset of Y, |X is the X-behavior equal to  on X:|X =∆ {(x, (x))/x ∈ X} and |∅ = ∅ and |Y =  (1)
From left to right  The x, y-behaviors b1 and b2 are funtions from the variables x, y tofuntions that denote signals. Left, behavior b1 is a disrete sampling mapping a domain oftime represented by natural numbers to values in rationals Q. Right, behavior b2 assoiates
x, y to ontinuous funtions of time. A proess is denoted by a set of behaviors on a givenset of variables. For instane, the proess of behavior b1, below, ontains other possiblebehaviors on the variables x and y.
Denition 2. [Proess℄ For X, a nite set of variables (X ⊂≀V), an X-proess p is anonempty set of X-behaviors.Thus, sine B∅ =∆ ∅, there is a unique ∅-proess designated by Ω =∆ {∅}; Ω has theempty behavior as unique behavior. The empty proess is denoted by 0 =∆ ∅.Sine Ω does not have any variable, it has no eet when omposed (interseted) withother proesses. It an be seen as the universal proess, for onstraint onjuntion, in
RR n° 6570
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ontrast with 0, the empty set of behaviors, the use of whih in onstraint onjuntionalways results in the empty set. 0 an be seen as the null proess.For X, a nite set of variables (X ⊂≀V), we denote by PX the set of X-proesses. Aproess in PX dened on a nite set of variables X is said strit (thus Ω is a strit proess).
P denotes the set of all strit proesses.
PX =∆ P(BX) \ {0}, P =∆ ∪(X ⊂≀V)PX (P∅ = {Ω})The domain of behaviors in an X-proess p is denoted by var(p) =∆ X. 0 is the onlynon-strit V-proess : var(0) = V. A proess is either 0, or a strit proess. Hene, the setof all proesses P⋆ is dened by P⋆ =∆ P ∪ {0} and ∀X⊂≀V, P⋆X =∆ PX ∪ {0}. For R ⊆
P⋆, R denotes the omplementary of R. We dene the omplementary of a proess and itsrestrition or extension of the behaviors to a given set of variables.Denition 3. [Complementary of a proess℄ For X, a nite set of variables (X ⊂≀V), theomplementary p̃ of a proess p ∈ PX is dened by:p ∈ PX =⇒ p̃ =∆ (BX \ p) = {b ∈ BX/b 6∈ p} (B̃X = 0) (2)Denition 4. [Proess restrition and extension℄ When X, Y are nite sets of variablessuh that X ⊆ Y ⊂≀V, Y nonempty, we dene the restrition q|X ∈ PX of q ∈ PY to X andonversely the extension p|Y ∈ PY of p ∈ PX to Y by:q|X =∆ {|X/ ∈ q} (then q|∅ = Ω, q|var(q) = q) (3)p|Y =∆ { ∈ BY/|X ∈ p} (then Ω|Y = BY, p|var(p) = p) (4)
Left, the omplementary p̃ of a proess p dened on the variables x and y onsistsof all behaviors dened on x, y not belonging to p  Center, the restrition p|{x, y} of aINRIA
A Boolean algebra of ontrats for logial assume-guarantee reasoning 7proess p dened on x, y, z onsists of its projetion on the restrited domain  Right, theextension p|{x, y, z} of a proess p dened on x, y is the largest proess dened on x, y, zwhose restrition on x, y is equal to p.The set P⋆X, equipped with union, intersetion and omplementary is a Boolean algebrawith suprenum P⋆X and innum 0. Restrition is extended to 0, the bloking proess, by
0|X = {|X /  ∈ ∅} = 0. The restrition and extension of strit proesses satisfy thefollowing properties.Property 1. When W, X, Y, Z are nite sets of variables, Y, Z nonempty, p, q stritproesses:
var(p) ⊆ Z ⊆ Y =⇒ (p|Z|Y = p|Y) ∧ (p|Y|Z = p|Z) (5)
var(p) = var(q) ⊆ Y =⇒ (((p ∩ q)|Y = (p|Y ∩ q|Y)) ∧ ((p ∪ q)|Y = (p|Y ∪ q|Y)))(6)
var(p) = var(q) ⊆ Y =⇒ ((p ⊆ q) ⇐⇒ (p|Y ⊆ q|Y)) (7)X ⊆ var(p) = var(q) =⇒ ((p ⊆ q) =⇒ (p|X ⊆ q|X)) (8)We dene the poset of strit proesses.Denition 5. [Strit proesses extension℄ For nonempty nite sets of variables X ⊆ Y ⊂≀Vand for p ∈ PX, the relation pq means that q is an extension of p to Y:
(pq) ⇐⇒ ((var(p) ⊆ var(q)) ∧ (p|var(q) = q))Property 2. (P,) is a poset.The upper set [↑ p] of a proess p is the set of all its extensions:
[↑ p] =∆ {q ∈ P/pq} ([↑ Ω] = {BX}X ⊂≀V) (9)Denition 6. [Variable ontrol ℄ A proess q ontrols a variable y, written (q  y), i
((y ∈ var(q)) ∧ q ( ((q|(var(q)\{y}))|var(q))) (10)A proess q ontrols a variable set X, written (q  X) i( ∀ x ∈ X)(q  x) (Ω  ∅) (11)Moreover,  is extended to P⋆ with 0  V.RR n° 6570
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Left, the upper set [↑ p] is the set of all proesses q ∈ P suh that (pq)  Center, letX = {x, y, z}, a proess p ∈ PX ontrols the variables x and y and lets z free  Right, aproess p ∈ PX ontrols the variables x, y, z.Note that, if a proess p ontrols X, this does not imply that, for all x ∈ X, y ∈ X,x 6= y , (p|(X\{x}) ) ontrols y.Denition 7. [Redued proess℄ A strit proess p is redued i it ontrols all its variables:p is redued i p  var(p) .For instane, Ω is redued. Redued strit proesses are minimal in (P,). We denote by
▽q, alled redution of q, the (minimal) strit proess suh that ▽qq (p is redued i ▽p = p).Right, the redution ▽q of a proess qand a proess p in the upper set [↑ q].Assuming that var(q) = ({x1 . . . xn} ∪
{y1 . . . ym}) and that q ontrols the vari-ables {x1 . . . xn}, we have var(▽q) =
{x1 . . . xn}. The proess p is suh thatp ∈ [↑ ▽q] with var(p) ⊆ ({x1 . . . xn} ∪
{y1 . . . ym}∪{z1 . . . zl}). Proess p ontrolsthe variables {x1 . . . xn}, and {y1 . . . ym}∪
{z1 . . . zl} is a set of free variables, suhthat ▽q = ▽p.Property 3. The omplementary p̃ of a strit proess p is redued i p is redued; p̃ andp ontrol the same set of variables var(p).From the above, we dedue that [↑ ▽p], the upper set of the redution of p, is a (prinipal)ltered set [10℄: it is nonempty and eah pair of elements has a lower bound. We also observethat var(▽q) is the greatest subset of variables suh that q  var(▽q); for a strit proess q,we extend the denition of var() to the upper set of its redution by var([↑ ▽q]) =∆ var(▽q).
INRIA
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ontrats for logial assume-guarantee reasoning 9Property 4. The upper set of a strit proess p ontains a unique proess p|Y dened ona given set of variables Y ⊇ var(p); the proess p and its extension p|Y ontrol the sameset of variables, that is the set of variables ontroled by the redution of p.
((q ∈ [↑ p]) ∧ (r ∈ [↑ p]) ∧ (var(q) = var(r))) =⇒ (q = r) (12)
(var(p) ⊆ Y) =⇒ ((p|Y)  var(▽p)) (13)
((var(p) ∪ var(q)) ⊆ Y) =⇒ ((p|Y = q|Y) =⇒ (▽p = ▽q)) (14)For the bloking proess, we set 0  V and [↑ 0] = {0}.We dene the inlusion lower set of a proess to apture all the subsets of its behaviors.Let R ⊆ P⋆, [R↓⊆] is the lower set of R for ⊆:
[R↓⊆] =∆ {p ∈ P⋆/( ∃ q ∈ R)(p ⊆ q)} (15)Property 5. From the above denitions, we onlude that:
[[↑
▽
0]↓⊆] = {0} (16)
[[↑
▽
Ω]↓⊆] = P
⋆ (17)
3 An algebra of ltersIn this setion, we dene a proess-lter by the set of proesses that satisfy a given property.We propose an order relation (⊑) on the set of proess-lters Φ. We establish that (Φ,⊑) isa lattie and a Boolean algebra. A proess-lter R is a subset of P⋆ that lters proesses.It ontains all proesses that are equivalent with respet to some onstraint or property,so that all proesses in R are aepted or all of them but 0 are rejeted. A proess-lter isbuilt from a unique proess generator by extending it to larger sets of variables, and thenby inluding subproesses of these maximal allowed behavior sets.Denition 8. [Proess-lter℄ A set of proesses R is a proess-lter i ( ∃ r ∈ P⋆) (((r = ▽r)
∧ (R = [[↑ r]↓⊆] ))). The proess r is a generator of R (R is generated by r). We denoteby Φ is the set of proess-lters.
RR n° 6570
10 Y. Glouhe, P. Le Guerni, J-P. Talpin & T. GautierThe proess-lter generated by the redution of a proess p is denoted by [̂p] =∆ [[↑ ▽p]↓⊆] .Left, a proess-lter is generated from the proess
p (depited by a bold line) via two suessive oper-ations. The rst operation onsists of building theupper set of the proess: takes all the proesses thatare ompatible with p and that are dened on a big-ger set of variables. The seond operation proeedsusing the inlusion lower set of this set of proesses:it takes all the proesses that are dened by sub-sets of behaviors from proesses in the upper set (inother words, those proesses that remain ompatiblewhen adding onstraints, beause adding onstraintsremoves behaviors).A proess-lter R = [̂r] satises the following properties:Property 6. The variable set of a proess p, that belongs to a proess-lter generated bya redued proess ▽r, ontains the variable set of this proess ▽r. The generator of a proess-lter is unique; we refer to it as ▽R. Finally Ω generates the set of all proesses (inluding
0), 0 belongs to all lters. Formally ( ∀ p,r,s ∈ P⋆):
(p ∈ [̂r]) =⇒ (var(▽r) ⊆ var(p)) (18)
[̂r] = [̂s] ⇐⇒
▽r = ▽s (19)
Ω ∈ [̂r] ⇐⇒ [̂r] = P⋆ (20)
0 ∈ R (21)Let p ∈ P{x} be a proess dened on x ∈ V a variablewhose behaviors are a funtion from a totally ordereddomain of time T to rationals Q. Dene the proess-lter p to satisfy :
∀b ∈ p, b(x) : T 7→ Q
∀t, t′ ∈ T, t ≤ t′ ⇔ b(x)(t) ≤ b(x)(t′)Then [̂p] is the set of all proesses s.t. ∀b ∈ B, b ∈ p,
b(x) is monotoni inreasing funtion from the do-main of time T to Q.
INRIA
A Boolean algebra of ontrats for logial assume-guarantee reasoning 11We all strit proess-lters the proess-lters that are neither P⋆ nor {0}. The lteredvariable set of R is var(R) dened by:
var(R) =∆ var(▽R) (22)Theorem 1. A strit proess p belongs to a proess-lter R i( ∀ X,Y ⊂≀V)(var(R) ⊆ X ⊆ Y), (p ∈ R) ⇐⇒  (var(R) ⊆ var(p))(var(p) ⊆ Y) =⇒ ((p|Y)|X ⊆ ▽R|X)Corollary 1. The two equivalent properties are satised:R ⊆ S⇐⇒ ((var(S) ⊆ var(R)) ∧ ( ▽R|var(S) ⊆ ▽S)) (23)R ⊆ S⇐⇒ ▽R ∈ S (24)Corollary 2. The following properties are satised:
(R ⊆ (S ∩T)) ⇐⇒ ((R ⊆ S) ∧ (R ⊆ T))(orollary 1− equation 24) (25)
(R ⊆ (S ∪T)) ⇐⇒ ((R ⊆ S) ∨ (R ⊆ T))(orollary 1− equation 24) (26)We dene an order relation on proess-lters, whih we all relaxation, and write R ⊑ S tomean that R is less wide than S.Denition 9. [Proess-lter relaxation℄ For R and S, two proess-lters, the relation R isless wide than S, written R ⊑ S is dened by:
{0} ⊑ S (R ⊑ {0}) ⇐⇒ {0} = R (R ⊑ S⇐⇒ ▽R|Z ⊆ ▽S|Z ) (27)
where Z = var(R) ∪ var(S)
RR n° 6570
12 Y. Glouhe, P. Le Guerni, J-P. Talpin & T. GautierLeft, the relation between two proess-ltersR and S whih represent the same set ofonstraints but on a dierent set of ontrolledvariables: R is less wide than S beause theset of proesses represented by R under thegiven onstraints is inluded in that of S.For instane, let R1, R2, R3 the lters respe-tively generated by the onstraints (x ∈ {0, 1}
∧ y = 1), x ∈ {0, 1}, (x ∈ {0, 1} ∨ (x = 2
∧ z = 0)); they satisfy R1 ⊑ R2 ⊑ R3. Wehave that R1 ⊆ R2 and meanwhile:- ▽R1 6∈ R3 and R1 * R3- ▽R2 6∈ R3 and R2 * R3Property 7. Strit proess-lters R and S satisfy (R ⊆ S) ⇐⇒ ((var(S) ⊆ var(R)) ∧R ⊑ S)The relaxation relation denes the struture of proess-lters, whih is shown to be a lattie.Property 8. (Φ,⊑) is a poset.Lemma 1. (Φ,⊑) is a lattie with P⋆ as supremum and {0} as inmum; the inmum (oronjuntion) R ⊓ S, the supremum (or disjuntion) R ⊔ S are dened by:
{0} ⊓ R = R ⊓ {0} = {0} (28)
(R 6= {0} ∧ S 6= {0}) =⇒ R ⊓ S =∆ [[↑ ▽p]↓⊆] (29)where p = (▽R|V ∩ ▽S|V), V = var(R) ∪ var(S)
{0} ⊔ R = R ⊔ {0} = R (30)
(R 6= {0} ∧ S 6= {0}) =⇒ R ⊔ S =∆ [[↑ ▽p]↓⊆] (31)where p = (▽R|V ∪ ▽S|V), V = var(R) ∪ var(S)
INRIA
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ontrats for logial assume-guarantee reasoning 13Lemma 2. The following properties hold: for R,S,T strit proess-lters,
((R ∩ S) ⊆ T) ⇐⇒ ((var(T) ⊆ (var(R) ∪ var(S))) ∧ ((R ⊓ S) ⊑ T)) (32)
and thus ((R ∩ S) ⊆ (R ⊓ S))(take (R ⊓ S) = T) (33)
((R ∪ S) ⊆ T) ⇐⇒ ((var(T) ⊆ (var(R) ∩ var(S))) ∧ ((R ⊔ S) ⊑ T)) (34)
and thus ((R ∪ S) ⊆ (R ⊔ S))(take (R ⊔ S) = T) (35)Denition 10. [Proess-lter omplementary℄ The omplementary R̃ of a proess-lter Ris dened by:
{̃0} = P⋆, P̃⋆ = {0} (36)
(R 6= {0} ∧ R 6= P⋆) =⇒ (R̃ =∆ [[↑ ▽̃R]↓⊆]) (37)If R 6= {0} and R̃ 6= {0} then ▽̃R = (Bvar(R) \ ▽R) is redued and var(R) = var(R̃) (seeequation 2 and property 3).Corollary 3. The omplementary of a lter R satises R̃ ⊆ R ∪ {0}.We formalize our main result, whih is that proess-lters form a Boolean algebra.Theorem 2. [Proess-lter Boolean algebra℄ (Φ,⊑) is a Boolean algebra with P⋆ as 1, {0}as 0 and the omplementary R̃.The proess-lter onjuntion R ⊓ S of two strit proess-lters R and S is the greatestproess-lter T = R ⊓ S that aepts all proesses that are aepted by R and by S.Example. Let x, a variable taking values in {0,1,2,3} and u, y, v three variables takingvalues in {0,1}; let r ∈ P{u, x, y}, s ∈ P{x, y, v}, two redued proesses dened byr = {b/b(u) ∈ {0, 1} ∧ b(x) ∈ {0, 1} ∧ b(y) ∈ {0, 1}} ∪ {(u, 1), (x, 2), (y, 0)}s = {b/b(x) ∈ {0, 1} ∧ b(y) ∈ {0, 1} ∧ b(v) ∈ {0, 1}} ∪ {(x, 3), (y, 1), (v, 0)}One an see that r {u, x, y}; u and y are free in r when x is 0 or 1; v is free whateverthe value of x is in r. We also have s {x, y, v}; y and v are free in s when x is 0 or 1; thusu is free whatever the value of x is in s. From the above denitions, we have that p =∆RR n° 6570
14 Y. Glouhe, P. Le Guerni, J-P. Talpin & T. Gautierr ∩ s = {b / b(u) ∈ {0, 1} ∧ b(x) ∈ {0, 1} ∧ b(y) ∈ {0, 1} ∧ b(v) ∈ {0, 1}} and ▽p = {b /b(x) ∈ {0, 1}}.The proess-lter disjuntion R ⊔ S of two strit proess-lters R and S is the smallestproess-lter T = R ⊔ S that aepts all proesses that are aepted by R or by S.Example. Let x, a variable taking values in {0,1,2,3} and u, y, v three variables takingvalues in {0,1}; let r ∈ P{u, x, y}, s ∈ P{x, y, v}, two redued proesses suh thatr = {b / b(u) ∈ {0, 1} ∧ b(x) ∈ {0, 1} ∧ b(y) = 0}s = {b / b(x) ∈ {0, 1} ∧ b(y) = 1 ∧ b(v) ∈ {0, 1}}hene p =∆ r ∪ s = {b / b(u) ∈ {0, 1} ∧ b(x) ∈ {0, 1} ∧ b(y) ∈ {0, 1} ∧ b(v) ∈ {0, 1}} and
▽p = {b / b(x) ∈ {0, 1}}.Denition 11. [Variable elimination in proess-lter℄ Let x a variable, R a proess-lter,and X =∆ var(R), R|∃x, the E-elimination of x in R, and R|∀x, the U-elimination of x inR, are dened by R|∃x = ̂[( ▽R)|X\{x}], when x ∈ X and by R|∃x = R otherwise. Also, R|∀x
=∆
˜̃R|∃xProperty 9. R|∀x ⊑ R ⊑ R|∃x4 An algebra of ontratsWe dene the notion of ontrat and propose an equivalene relation between ontrats.Denition 12. [Contrat℄ A ontrat C = (A,G) is a pair of proess-lters. var(C), thevariable set of C = (A,G), is dened by var(C) = var(A) ∪ var(G). C = Φ×Φ is the setof ontrats.
INRIA
A Boolean algebra of ontrats for logial assume-guarantee reasoning 15Usually, an assumption A is an assertion onthe behavior of the environment (it is typially ex-pressed on the inputs of p), and thus denes the setof behaviors that a proess has to take into aount.The guarantee G denes properties that should beguaranteed by a proess running in an environmentwhere behaviors satisfy A. The gure depits aproess p satisfying the ontrat (A,G).Denition 13. [Satisfation℄ Let C = (A,G) a ontrat, p a proess:p  C ⇐⇒ ([̂p] ⊓ A) ⊑ G.Corollary 4. p  C ⇐⇒ [̂p] ⊑ (Ã ⊔ G)We dene a preorder relation that allows to ompare ontrats.Denition 14. [Satisfation preorder℄ A ontrat (A1,G1) is ner than a ontrat (A2,G2),written (A1,G1) ;(A2,G2), i all proesses that satisfy the ontrat (A1,G1) also satisfythe ontrat (A2,G2):
(A1,G1);(A2,G2) ⇐⇒ ( ∀ p ∈ P)((p  (A1,G1)) =⇒ (p  (A2,G2))) (38)Lemma 3. The relation ner on ontrats satises the following property:
(A1,G1);(A2,G2) ⇐⇒ (Ã1 ⊔ G1) ⊑ (Ã2 ⊔ G2) (39)The following relation makes equivalent those ontrats that aept the same set of proesses.Denition 15. [Filtering equivalene of ontrats℄ Two ontrats C1 = (A1,G1) and C2
= (A2,G2) are ltering equivalent, denoted (A1,G1) !(A2,G2) if and only if:((A1,G1) ;(A2,G2)) ∧ ((A2,G2) ;(A1,G1)).Corollary 5. Two ontrats C1 = (A1,G1) and C2 = (A2,G2) are ltering equivalent ifand only if (Ã1 ⊔ G1) = (Ã2 ⊔ G2).RR n° 6570
16 Y. Glouhe, P. Le Guerni, J-P. Talpin & T. GautierRenement of ontrats amounts to relaxing assumptions and reinforing promises underthe initial assumptions. The intuitive meaning is that for any p that satises a ontrat C,if C renes D then p satises D. Our relation of renement formalizes substituability forontrats. Left, for instane, a ontrat (A1,G1) renesa ontrat (A2,G2). Among ltering equiva-lent ontrats that an be used to rene an ex-isting ontrat (A2,G2), we hoose those on-trats (A1,G1) that san more proesses than(A2,G2) (A2 ⊑ A1) and that guarantee less pro-esses than those of A1 ⊔ G2. But other hoiesould have been made.Denition 16. [Renement of ontrats℄ Let C1 = (A1,G1) and C2 = (A2,G2) twoontrats. The ontrat C1 renes the ontrat C2, written C1 4 C2, if and only if thethree following properties are satised (i)(A1,G1) ;(A2,G2) (a)(A2 ⊑ A1) and ()G1 ⊑A1 ⊔ G2.Lemma 4. (A1,G1) 4 (A2,G2) i the three following properties are satised: (a)A2 ⊑A1 (b)(A2 ⊓ G1) ⊑ G2 and ()G1 ⊑ A1 ⊔ G2.Property 10. (C,4) is a poset.The renement relation (4) denes the poset of ontrats, whih is shown to be a lattie.Lemma 5. [Greatest lower bound of ontrats℄Two ontrats C1 = (A1,G1) and C2 = (A2,G2) have a greatest lower bound C = (A,G)dened by: A = A1 ⊔ A2 (40)G = ((A1 ⊓ Ã2 ⊓ G1) ⊔ (Ã1 ⊓ A2 ⊓ G2) ⊔ (G1 ⊓ G2)) (41)Lemma 6. [Least upper bound of ontrats℄Two ontrats C1 = (A1,G1) and C2 = (A2,G2) have a least upper bound C = (A,G)
INRIA
A Boolean algebra of ontrats for logial assume-guarantee reasoning 17dened by: A = A1 ⊓ A2 (42)G = (Ã1 ⊓ G1) ⊔ (Ã2 ⊓ G2) ⊔ (A1 ⊓ G2) ⊔ (A2 ⊓ G1) (43)Property 11. (C, 4) is a distributive lattie of suprenum ({0},P⋆) and innum (P⋆,{0}).Property 12. A ontrat C1 = (A1,G1) has a omplementary C̃1 = (A2,G2) i A1 =G̃1; this omplementary is then C̃1 = (G1,G̃1).Denition 17. [Variable elimination in ontrat℄ Let x a variable, C = (A,G) a ontrat,the elimination of x in C is the ontrat C\x dened by:
C\x =∆ (A|∀x,G|∃x)Property 13. A ontrat C renes the elimination of a variable in C: C 4 C\xThe lattie of ontrats ltering equivalent to (A,G) forms a ube presented using thefollowing notations for lters:0 {0}1 Ã ⊓ G̃2 Ã ⊓ G3 Ã4 A ⊓ G̃5 G̃6 (A ⊓ G̃) ⊔ (Ã ⊓ G)7 Ã ⊔ G̃
8 A ⊓ G9 (A ⊓ G) ⊔ (Ã ⊓ G̃)10 G11 Ã ⊔ G12 A13 A ⊔ G̃14 A ⊔ G15 P⋆
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18 Y. Glouhe, P. Le Guerni, J-P. Talpin & T. Gautier5 Related workThe use of ontrats has been advoated for a long time in omputer siene [2, 4℄ and, morereently, has been suessfully applied in objet-oriented software engineering [3℄. In objet-oriented programming, a ontrat is haraterized by a pair of assumption and guarantee.The assumption speies hypothesis whih has to be satised by the omponent in order toprovide the guarantee.In the ontext of software engineering, the notion of ontrat has been adapted for awide variety of languages and formalisms, but the entral notion of time needed for reativesystem design is not always taken into aount.As an example, some extensions of OCL with linear or branhing-time temporal log-is have been proposed in [8, 11℄, fousing on the expressivity of the proposed onstraintlanguage (the way onstraints may talk about the internals of lasses and objets), andonsidering a xed sequene of states. This is a serious limitation for onurrent systemdesign, as this sequene beomes an interleaving of that of individual objets.In the theory of interfae automata [7℄, the notion of interfae oers benets similarto our notion of ontrats and for the purpose of formal veriation (heking interfaeompatibility). In that ontext, it is indeed irrelevant to separate the assumptions fromguarantees. This beomes of importane in a more general-purpose software engineeringontext, beause separation allows more exibility in nding (ontra-variant) ompatibilityrelations between omponents.In [1℄, a system of ontrats with similar aims of generiity is proposed. By ontrast toour domain-theoretial approah, the Speeds projet onsiders an automata-based approah,whih is indeed dual but makes notions suh as the omplementary of a ontrat morediult to express from within the model. Also, the proposed approah hooses to leavethe role of variables in ontrats unspeied, thereby missing algebrai relations suh asinlusion (as found in our model).In [6℄, a notion of synhronous ontrats has additionally been proposed for the program-ming language Lustre. In this approah, ontrats are exeutable speiations timelypaed by a lok (the lok of the omponent itself). This yields an approah whih anhardly ahieve ompositionally as the lok of a omposition of ontrats needs to be thesame as that of its onstituting omponents or be expliitly related to them by samplingrelations.6 DisussionWe illustrate the distintive features of our ontrat algebra by onsidering the speiationof a four-stroke engine and its translation into observers in the synhronous language Signal.
INRIA
A Boolean algebra of ontrats for logial assume-guarantee reasoning 19The gure represents a statemahine that denotes thesuessive operation modesof a 4-stroke engine : Intake,Compression, Combustion,and Exhaust. They aredriven by the amshaftwhose position is measuredin angle degrees.The angle of the amshaft denes a disrete timing referene, the lok cam, measured indegrees CAM◦, of initial value 0. Transitions in the state mahine are triggered by measuresof the amshaft angle. The variables cam, Intake, Combustion, Compression, Exhaustmodel the behavior of the engine. We wish to dene a ontrat to stipulate that intakealways takes plae in the rst quarter on the amshaft revolution. To do this, we dene theproess-lter of the assumption. It should be a measure of the environmental variable cam.Namely cam should be in the rst quarter. Under these assumptions, the state mahineshould be guaranteed to be in the intake mode, hene the proess-lter for the guarantee.AIntake = cam modulo 360◦ < 90 GIntake = IntakeA beneial feature of our algebra is that the separation of environmental assumptionsand system guarantees is failitated by the unpaired possibility to naturally express theomplementary of a proess-lter.Had we used (interfae) automata to model AIntake, it would have been (in general)muh more hallenging to dene the engine not being in the intake mode just as it isto dene the omplementary of an automaton. Here, it is simply dened by ˜AIntake =
cam modulo 360◦ ≥ 90.Furthermore, the generi struture of proesses in ontrats nds a diret instane andompositional translation into the synhronous multi-loked model of omputation of Sig-nal [9℄.
Aintake = true when (cam modulo 360 < 90) Gintake = true when intake default falseA subtlety of the Signal language is that the ontrat not only talks about the value,true or false, of the signals, but also about the status of the signal names, present or ab-sent. Hene, the signal Aintake is present and true i am is present and less than 90.Hene, in Signal, the omplementary of the assumptions is simply dened by ÃIntake =
false when Aintake default true to mean that it is true i am is absent or bigger than
90. Notie that the lok (or referene in time) of ÃIntake need not be expliitly related toor ordered with AIntake or GIntake : it impliitly and partially relates to the am lok.Had we used a strily synhronous model of omputation, as in [6℄, it would have been morediult to ompositionally dene the omplementary of a proposition without altering thelok of the environment itself or expliitly rating the lok of the assumption and guaranteeto that of the environment (the amshatf).RR n° 6570
20 Y. Glouhe, P. Le Guerni, J-P. Talpin & T. GautierBeside its Boolean struture,whih allows for logialreasoning and normalizationof ontrats, our algebrasupports the apability toompositionally rene on-trats. For instane, onsidera more preise model of the4-stroke engine found in [5℄,left.To additionally require that, while in the intake mode, the engine should reah theEC state between 6 and 20 degrees, one will simply ompose the intake ontrat with theadditional lter.
AEC = true when (5 < cam modulo 360 < 21) GEC = true when EC default false7 ConlusionStarting from the hoie of an abstrat haraterization of behaviors as funtions fromvariables to a domain of values (Booleans, integers, series, sets of tagged values, ontinuousfuntions), we introdued the notion of proess-lters to formally haraterize the logialdevie that lters behaviors from proess muh like the assumption and guarantee of aontrat do. In our model, a proess p fulls its requirements (or satises) (A,G) if eitherit is rejeted by A (it is then out of the sope of the ontrat (A,G)), or it is aepted byG. Our main result is that the struture of proess-lters is a Boolean algebra. This rihstruture allows for reasoning on ontrats with great exibility to abstrat, rene andombine them. In addition to that, and unlike the related work, the negation of a ontratan formally be expressed from within the model. Moreover, ontrats are not limited toexpressing safety properties, as is the ase in most related frameworks, but enompass theexpression of liveness properties. This is all again due to the entral notion of proess-lter.We an observe that a given ontrat an be expressed with one single proess-lter thatlters the same set of proesses. The ltering equivalene relation is satised if we onsiderthe normalized form (P⋆,G ⊔ Ã) (sine we have ∀(A,G) ∈ C, (A,G) !(P⋆,G ⊔ Ã)). Inthis ase, the proess-lter G ⊔ Ã is suient to express a given property.The manipulation of ontrats has indeed a software engineering aspet. In partiular,it might be onsidered that the proess-lter A denes the properties that the exeutionenvironment of the omponent must satisfy so as the guarantees represented byG be satisedby the omponent. Hypotheses on the environment an be expressed by properties on theinput variables of the omponent, then the proess-lterA ontrols a set of variables inludedin the input variables of the omponent. While G ontrols a set of variables inluded in the
INRIA
A Boolean algebra of ontrats for logial assume-guarantee reasoning 21input/ouput variables of the omponent. Then, the interpretation of a ontrat (A,G) is:if the environment of the omponent satises A, then the omponent satises G.More generally, the proess-lter G might be onsidered as an abstration of aeptedproesses and the proess-lter A as being an abstration of the possible proess-lters G.In the aim of assessing the generality and salability of our approah, we are presentlydesigning a module system based on the paradigm of ontrat for Signal and applying it tothe speiation of a omponent-based design proess. The paradigm we are putting forwardis to regard a ontrat as the behavioral type of a module or omponent and to use it forthe elaboration of the funtional arhiteture of a system together with a proof obligationthat validates the orretness of assumptions and guarantees made while onstruting thatarhiteture.
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al assume-guarantee reasoning 23A Proofs of Setion 2Property 1. When W, X, Y, Z are nite sets of variables, Y, Z nonempty, p, q stritproesses:
var(p) ⊆ Z ⊆ Y =⇒ (p|Z|Y = p|Y) ∧ (p|Y|Z = p|Z)
var(p) = var(q) ⊆ Y =⇒ (((p ∩ q)|Y = (p|Y ∩ q|Y)) ∧ ((p ∪ q)|Y = (p|Y ∪ q|Y)))
var(p) = var(q) ⊆ Y =⇒ ((p ⊆ q) ⇐⇒ (p|Y ⊆ q|Y))X ⊆ var(p) = var(q) =⇒ ((p ⊆ q) =⇒ (p|X ⊆ q|X))Proof. proofs are immediate from equation 3 and equation 4Property 2. (P,) is a poset.Proof. proof is immediate from equation 4 and property 2Property 3. The omplementary p̃ of a strit proess p is redued i p is redued; p̃ and pontrol the same set of variables var(p).Proof. is immediate onsidering the denitions of omplementary (denition 3), variableontrol (denition 6) and redued proess (denition 7).Property 4. The upper set of a strit proess p ontains a unique proess p|Y dened ona given set of variables Y ⊇ var(p); the proess p and its extension p|Y ontrol the sameset of variables, that is the set of variables ontroled by the redution of p.
((q ∈ [↑ p]) ∧ (r ∈ [↑ p]) ∧ (var(q) = var(r))) =⇒ (q = r)equation 12
(var(p) ⊆ Y) =⇒ ((p|Y)  var(▽p))equation 13
((var(p) ∪ var(q)) ⊆ Y) =⇒ ((p|Y = q|Y) =⇒ (▽p = ▽q))equation 14Proof. equation 12:((q ∈ [↑ p]) ∧ (r ∈ [↑ p])) ⇐⇒ ((pq) ∧ (pr)) (equation 9)
⇐⇒ ((p|var(q) = q) ∧ (p|var(r) = r)) (denition 5)
=⇒ ((var(q) = var(r)) =⇒ (q = r))Proof. equation 13:
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24 Y. Glouhe, P. Le Guerni, J-P. Talpin & T. Gautier( ∀ x ∈ var(▽p)) (p  x); let q = p|Y(p  x) =⇒ (x ∈ var(p)), (x ∈ var(p)) =⇒ (x ∈ Y) (equation 10)
=⇒ ( ∃ a ∈ (p|(X\{x}))) (equation 10)( ∃ b ∈ p) (b|(X\{x}) = a)and ( ∃ v ∈ D) ( ∀ b ∈ p) ((b|(X\{x}) = a) =⇒ (b(x) 6= v ))
=⇒ ( ∃ a ∈ (p|(X\{x})))( ∃ e ∈ q) (e|(X\{x}) = a)and ( ∃ v ∈ D) ( ∀ e ∈ q) ((e|(X\{x}) = a) =⇒ (e(x) 6= v ))
=⇒ ( ∃ a ∈ (p|(X\{x}))) ( ∃ d ∈ (q|(Y\{x})))( ∃ e ∈ q) (e|(Y\{x}) = d) ∧ (d|(X\{x}) = (e|(X\{x}) = a))and ( ∃ v ∈ D) ( ∀ e ∈ q) ((e|(Y\{x}) = d) =⇒ (e(x) 6= v ))
=⇒ ( ∃ d ∈ (q|(Y\{x})))( ∃ e ∈ p) (e|(Y\{x}) = d)and ( ∃ v ∈ D) ( ∀ e ∈ p) ((e|(Y\{x}) = d) =⇒ (e(x) 6= v ))
=⇒ (q  x) (equation 10)2Proof. equation 14:From (p|Y = q|Y ) and equation 13 we get that p and q ontrol var(▽p) and var(▽q); thus pand q ontrol var(▽p) ∪ var(▽q); this implies that var(▽p) = var(▽q) and then ▽p = ▽qProperty 5.
[[↑
▽
0]↓⊆] = {0} (equation 16)
[[↑
▽
Ω]↓⊆] = P
⋆ (equation 17)Proof. equation 16:
[[↑
▽
0]↓⊆] = [{0}↓⊆] = {p ∈ P⋆ / p ⊆ ∅} = {0}2Proof. equation 17:
[[↑
▽
Ω]↓⊆] = [({BX}X ⊂≀V)↓⊆]
= {p ∈ P⋆ / ( ∃ X,∅ ( X⊂≀V) (p ⊆ BX)}
= P⋆2
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al assume-guarantee reasoning 25B Proofs of Setion 3Property 6. The variable set of a proess p, that belongs to a proess-lter generated bya redued proess ▽r, ontains the variable set of this proess ▽r. The generator of a proess-lter is unique; we refer to it as ▽R. Finally Ω generates the set of all proesses (inluding
0), 0 belongs to all lters. Formally ( ∀ p,r,s ∈ P⋆):
(p ∈ [̂r]) =⇒ (var(▽r) ⊆ var(p)) (equation 18)
[̂r] = [̂s] ⇐⇒
▽r = ▽s (equation 19)
Ω ∈ [̂r] ⇐⇒ [̂r] = P⋆ (equation 20)
0 ∈ R equation 21nonumber (44)Proof. equation 18:from denitions given by equation 9 and equation 15, p is inluded in some extension of ▽r 2Proof. equation 19: (⇐= is obvious)
[̂r] = [̂s] =⇒ (▽r ∈ [̂s]) ∧ (▽s ∈ [̂r])(equation 9, equation 15 )
=⇒ (var(▽s) ⊆ var(▽r)) ∧ (var(▽r) ⊆ var(▽s))(equation 18)
=⇒ (▽r ⊆ ▽s) ∧ (▽s ⊆ ▽r)(equation 9, equation 15) 2Proof. equation 20: (⇐= is obvious)
Ω ∈ [̂r] =⇒ (var(▽r) ⊆ var(Ω) = ∅) (equation 18)
=⇒
▽r = Ω 2Proof. equation 21:Diret onsequene of proess-lter denition 8 2Theorem 1. A strit proess p belongs to a proess-lter R i( ∀ X,Y ⊂≀V)(var(R) ⊆ X ⊆ Y), (p ∈ R) ⇐⇒  (var(R) ⊆ var(p))(var(p) ⊆ Y) =⇒ ((p|Y)|X ⊆ ▽R|X)
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he, P. Le Guerni, J-P. Talpin & T. GautierProof. ( =⇒ )(p ∈ R) =⇒ (var(R) ⊆ var(p)) (equation 22 and equation 18)(p ∈ R) ⇐⇒ ( ∃ s ∈ R)((p ⊆ s) ∧ (s ∈ [↑ ▽R])) (denition 8 and equation 15)(p ∈ R) ⇐⇒ ( ∃ s ∈ R)((p ⊆ s) ∧ (s = ▽R|var(p) )) (equation 9)(p ∈ R) ⇐⇒ (p ⊆ ▽R|var(p) )It results from orollary 1 (equation 7 and equation 8) that:(p ∈ R) =⇒ (((var(p) ⊆ Y) ∧ (X ⊆ Y)) =⇒ ((p|Y)|X ⊆ ((▽R|var(p) )|Y)|X ))(p ∈ R) =⇒ ((p|Y)|X ⊆ ( ▽R|Y)|X = (▽R|X )) (orollary 1-equation 5) 2Proof. (⇐=)((p|Y)|X ⊆ ▽R|X ) =⇒ (p|var(R) ⊆ ▽R) hyphothesis with (Y = var(p), X = var(R))
=⇒ (p ⊆ ▽R|var(p) ) (orollary 1)
=⇒ p ∈ R 2Corollary 1. The two equivalent properties are satised:R ⊆ S ⇐⇒ ((var(S) ⊆ var(R)) ∧ ( ▽R|var(S) ⊆ ▽S)) (equation 23)R ⊆ S⇐⇒ ▽R ∈ S (equation 24)Proof.is an appliation of theorem 1:
=⇒ sine ▽R ∈ S ⇐⇒ (var(S) ⊆ var(R)) ∧ (▽R|var(S) ⊆ ▽S)(theorem 1)and R ⊆ S =⇒ ▽R ∈ S (▽R ∈ R)we have R ⊆ S =⇒ (var(S) ⊆ var(R)) ∧ (▽R|var(S) ⊆ ▽S)
⇐= sine ( ∀ p ∈ P)(p ∈ R ⇐⇒ (var(R) ⊆ var(p)) ∧ (p|var(R) ⊆ ▽R))(theorem 1)and (var(S) ⊆ var(R)) ∧ (▽R|var(S) ⊆ ▽S)(hypothesis)we get ( ∀ p ∈ P)(p ∈ R =⇒ (var(S) ⊆ var(p)) ∧ (p|var(S) ⊆ ▽S))then ( ∀ p ∈ P)(p ∈ R =⇒ p ∈ S)
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al assume-guarantee reasoning 27Property 7. Strit proess-lters R and S satisfy (R ⊆ S) ⇐⇒ ((var(S) ⊆ var(R)) ∧ R
⊑ S)Proof. diret appliation of orollary 1 and denition 9Property 8: (Φ,⊑) is a poset.Proof. the relation ⊑ is learly reexive and antisymetri; transitivity is easily shown usingorollary 1-equation 5Lemma 1. (Φ,⊑) is a lattie with P⋆ as supremum and {0} as inmum; the inmum (oronjuntion) R ⊓ S, the supremum (or disjuntion) R ⊔ S are dened by:
{0} ⊓ R = R ⊓ {0} = {0}
(R 6= {0} ∧ S 6= {0}) =⇒ R ⊓ S =∆ [[↑ ▽p]↓⊆] (equation 29)where p = (▽R|V ∩ ▽S|V), V = var(R) ∪ var(S)
{0} ⊔ R = R ⊔ {0} = R
(R 6= {0} ∧ S 6= {0}) =⇒ R ⊔ S =∆ [[↑ ▽p]↓⊆] (equation 31)where p = (▽R|V ∪ ▽S|V), V = var(R) ∪ var(S)Proof.let W1 = (var(R) ∪ var(T)), W2 = (var(S) ∪ var(T)), W = (W1 ∪W2), R ⊓ S, as dened above, is the inmum of R and S (we ignore the obvious ase where(R = {0} ∨ S = {0}))((T ⊑ R) ∧ (T ⊑ S)) ⇐⇒ ((▽T|W1 ⊆ ▽R|W1 ) ∧ (▽T|W2 ⊆ ▽S|W2 ))using theorem 1 we get((T ⊑ R) ∧ (T ⊑ S)) ⇐⇒ ((▽T|W ⊆ ▽R|W ) ∧ (▽T|W ⊆ ▽S|W ))((T ⊑ R) ∧ (T ⊑ S)) ⇐⇒ (▽T|W ⊆ ▽R|W ∩ ▽S|W)thus ((T ⊑ R) ∧ (T ⊑ S)) implies (T ⊑ (R ⊓ S)); taking T = (R ⊓ S) we get (((R
⊓ S) ⊑ R) ∧ ((R ⊓ S) ⊑ S))2 R ⊔ S, as dened above, is the supremum of R and S (we ignore the obvious asewhere (R = {0} ∨ S = {0}))((R ⊑ T) ∧ (S ⊑ T)) ⇐⇒ ((▽R|W1 ⊆ ▽T|W1 ) ∧ (▽S|W2 ⊆ ▽T|W2 ))using theorem 1 we get((R ⊑ T) ∧ (S ⊑ T)) ⇐⇒ ((▽R|W ⊆ ▽T|W ) ∧ (▽S|W ⊆ ▽T|W ))RR n° 6570
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, J-P. Talpin & T. Gautier((R ⊑ T) ∧ (S ⊑ T)) ⇐⇒ (▽R|W ∪ ▽S|W ⊆ ▽T|W )thus ((R ⊑ T) ∧ (S ⊑ T)) implies ((R ⊔ S) ⊑ T); taking T = (R ⊔ S) we get ((R
⊑ (R ⊔ S)) ∧ (S ⊑ (R ⊔ S)))2Lemma 2. The following properties hold: for R,S,T strit proess-lters,
((R ∩ S) ⊆ T) ⇐⇒ ((var(T) ⊆ (var(R) ∪ var(S))) ∧ ((R ⊓ S) ⊑ T)) (equation 32)
and thus ((R ∩ S) ⊆ (R ⊓ S))(take (R ⊓ S) = T) (equation 33)
((R ∪ S) ⊆ T) ⇐⇒ ((var(T) ⊆ (var(R) ∩ var(S))) ∧ ((R ⊔ S) ⊑ T)) (equation 34)
and thus ((R ∪ S) ⊆ (R ⊔ S))(take (R ⊔ S) = T) (equation 35)Proof.let X = var(R),Y = var(S),Z = var(T), V = X ∪Y ∪ Z+equation 32((R ∩ S) ⊆ T) ⇐⇒ ( ∀ p ∈ P) (p ∈ (R ∩ S) =⇒ (p ∈ T))theorem 1 let W = var(p) ∪V(p ∈ R) ⇐⇒ ((X ⊆ var(p)) ∧ ((p|W)|V ⊆ ▽R|V ))(p ∈ S) ⇐⇒ ((Y ⊆ var(p)) ∧ ((p|W)|V ⊆ ▽S|V ))(p ∈ T) ⇐⇒ ((Z ⊆ var(p)) ∧ ((p|W)|V ⊆ ▽T|V ))(p ∈ (R ∩ S)) ⇐⇒ (((X ∪Y) ⊆ var(p)) ∧ ((p|W)|V ⊆ (▽R|V ∩ ▽S|V)))((R ∩ S) ⊆ T) ⇐⇒ ((var(T) ⊆ V = (var(R) ∪ var(S))) ∧ ((▽R|V ∩ ▽S|V) ⊆ ▽T|V ))equation 29 R ⊓ S = [[↑ ▽RS]↓⊆] where RS = (▽R|X ∪Y ∩ ▽S|X ∪Y)denition 9 R ⊓ S ⊑ T ⇐⇒ ▽RS|W ⊆ ▽T|W where W = var(RS) ∪ Z((R ⊓ S) ⊑ T) ⇐⇒ ▽RS|V ⊆ ▽T|V (we have var(R ⊓ S) ⊆ (X ∪Y) and thus W ⊆ V((R ⊓ S) ⊑ T) ⇐⇒ ( ▽R|X ∪Y ∩ ▽S|X ∪Y)|V ⊆ ▽T|V((R ⊓ S) ⊑ T) ⇐⇒ (▽R|V ∩ ▽S|V) ⊆ ▽T|V equation 6 and equation 5nally((R ∩ S) ⊆ T) ⇐⇒ ((var(T) ⊆ (var(R) ∪ var(S))) ∧ ((R ⊓ S) ⊑ T))
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al assume-guarantee reasoning 29+equation 34((R ∪ S) ⊆ T) ⇐⇒ ( ∀ p ∈ P) (p ∈ (R ∪ S) =⇒ (p ∈ T))with similar reasons, one get((R ∪ S) ⊆ T) ⇐⇒ ((var(T) ⊆ (var(R) ∩ var(S))) ∧ ((▽R|V ∪ ▽S|V) ⊆ ▽T|V ))((R ⊔ S) ⊑ T) ⇐⇒ (▽R|V ∪ ▽S|V) ⊆ ▽T|V equation 6 and equation 5nally((R ∪ S) ⊆ T) ⇐⇒ ((var(T) ⊆ (var(R) ∩ var(S))) ∧ ((R ⊔ S) ⊑ T))Theorem 2: (Φ,⊑) is a Boolean algebra with P⋆ as 1, {0} as 0 and the omplementary R̃.Proof.sine (Φ,⊑) is a lattie, we know that: R ⊔ (S ⊔ T) = (R ⊔ S) ⊔ T (and its dual) R ⊔ S = S ⊔ R (and its dual) R ⊔ (R ⊓ S) = R (and its dual)thus we only have to prove: R̃ ⊓ R = {0}; this is a diret onsequene of the denition:either R = {0} and R ⊓ {0} = {0} (see ⊓ equation 29)or R 6= {0} ; in this ase ▽R ∩ ▽̃R is empty (see ⊓ denition in lemma 1): [[↑ ▽0]↓⊆] ={0} R̃ ⊔ R = P⋆; this is a diret onsequene of the denition:eitherR= {0},{̃0} = P⋆ (see R̃ denition above) andR ⊔ {0}=R (see ⊔ equation 31)or R 6= {0} ; in this ase ▽R ∪ ▽̃R is Bvar(R) whose redution is Ω: [[↑ ▽Ω]↓⊆] = P⋆ R ⊔ (S ⊓ T) = (R ⊔ S) ⊓ (R ⊔ T) (or its dual)If R = {0} we have R ⊔ (S ⊓ T) = (S ⊓ T), (R ⊔ S) = S, (R ⊔ T) = TIf S = {0} (or ommutatively T = {0}) we have (S ⊓ T) = {0}, then R ⊔ (S ⊓ T)
= R; on the other hand we get (R ⊔ S) ⊓ (R ⊔ T) = R ⊓ (R ⊔ T); (Φ,⊑) being alattie, R ⊓ (R ⊔ T) = RIf none of R, S, T is equal to {0}, from denitions and theorem 1 it omes thatR ⊔ (S ⊓ T) = (R ⊔ S) ⊓ (R ⊔ T) i
(
▽R|V) ∪ ((▽S|V) ∩ (▽T|V)) = (( ▽R|V) ∪ (▽S|V)) ∩ (( ▽R|V) ∪ (▽T|V))(where V = var(R) ∪ var(S) ∪ var(T)); 2
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he, P. Le Guerni, J-P. Talpin & T. Gautierproperty 9: R|∀x ⊑ R ⊑ R|∃xProof. by denition, the generator of R|∃x is a restrition of the generator of R, and then(theorem 1) all proesses in R belong to R|∃x. Thus R̃ ⊑ R̃|∃x and nally (theorem 2) ˜̃R|∃x
⊑
˜̃R = RC Proofs of Setion 4Corollary 4. p  C ⇐⇒ [̂p] ⊑ (Ã ⊔ G)Proof. Boolean algebra property:(([̂p] ⊓ A) ⊑ G) ⇐⇒ ((([̂p] ⊓ A) ⊓ G̃) = {0}) ⇐⇒ ([̂p] ⊑ (Ã ⊔ G)) 2Lemma 3. This relation satises the following property:
(A1,G1);(A2,G2) ⇐⇒ (Ã1 ⊔ G1) ⊑ (Ã2 ⊔ G2)Proof.We have (orollary 4) (A1,G1) ;(A2,G2)
⇐⇒ ( ∀ p ∈ P) (([̂p] ⊑ (Ã1 ⊔ G1)) =⇒ ([̂p] ⊑ (Ã2 ⊔ G2)))
=⇒ take p equal to the generator of (Ã1 ⊔ G1)
⇐= ( ∀ p ∈ P) (([̂p] ⊑ (Ã1 ⊔ G1)) =⇒ ([̂p] ⊑ (Ã1 ⊔ G1) ⊑ (Ã2 ⊔ G2)))
2Corollary 5. Two ontrats C1 = (A1,G1) and C2 = (A2,G2) are ltering equivalent ifand only if (Ã1 ⊔ G1) = (Ã2 ⊔ G2).Proof. from orollary 4 2Lemma 4. (A1,G1) 4 (A2,G2) i the three following properties are satised: (a)A2 ⊑ A1(b)(A2 ⊓ G1) ⊑ G2 and ()G1 ⊑ A1 ⊔ G2.Proof.Item (i) in denition 16 is equivalent to (A2 ⊑ (A1 ⊔ G2)) ∧ ((A2 ⊓ G1) ⊑ G2) (lemma 3and Boolean algebra properties); then (i) and (a) is equivalent to (a) and (b). 2Property 10. (C,4) is a poset.Proof. 4 is learly reexive; let us prove transitivity and antisymetry;
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ontrats for logial assume-guarantee reasoning 31 Transitivity:(a) (A3 ⊑ A1): from (a) in lemma 4 we get A3 ⊑ A2 ⊑ A1(b) ((A3 ⊓ G1) ⊑ G3):((A2 ⊓ G1) ⊑ G2) =⇒ ((A3 ⊓ A2 ⊓ G1) ⊑ (A3 ⊓ G2)) (boolean lattie)
=⇒ ((A3 ⊓ G1) ⊑ ((A3 ⊓ G2) ⊑ G3))(A3 ⊑ A2 and (b) in lemma 4)() (G1 ⊑ A1 ⊔ G3):G1 ⊑ (A1 ⊔ G2) ⊑ (A1 ⊔ (A2 ⊔ G3)) = (A1 ⊔ G3) Antisymetry: from (a) in lemma 4 we get A1 = A2; applying this equality and rulesof Boolean algebra to (b) and () in lemma 4 we get((G1 ⊑ (A1 ⊔ G2)) ∧ (G2 ⊑ (A1 ⊔ G1))) =⇒ ((A1 ⊔ G1) = (A1 ⊔ G2))(((A1 ⊓ G2) ⊑ G1) ∧ ((A1 ⊓ G1) ⊑ G2)) =⇒ ((A1 ⊓ G1) = (A1 ⊓ G2))
=⇒ (G1 = G2)and then C1 = C2
2Lemma 5-a. A ontrat D = (B,H) is a lower bound of two ontrats
C1 = (A1,G1) and C2 = (A2,G2) i it satises the following property:B = A1 ⊔ A2 ⊔ B (45)H = H ⊓ ((A1 ⊓ Ã2 ⊓ G1) ⊔ (Ã1 ⊓ A2 ⊓ G2) ⊔ (G1 ⊓ G2)
⊔ (B ⊓ (Ã1 ⊔ G1) ⊓ (Ã2 ⊔ G2))) (46)Proof. (D 4 C1) ∧ (D 4 C2) ⇐⇒ (lemma 4)A1 ⊑ B ∧ A2 ⊑ B((H ⊓ A1) ⊑ G1) ∧ ((H ⊓ A2) ⊑ G2)H ⊑ (B ⊔ G1) ∧ H ⊑ (B ⊔ G2)
⇐⇒ (lattie properties and Boolean algebra rules)B = A1 ⊔ A2 ⊔ BH = H ⊓ ((B ⊓ (Ã1 ⊔ G1) ⊓ (Ã2 ⊔ G2)) ⊔ (G1 ⊓ G2))
⇐⇒ (using rst relation in last one)B = A1 ⊔ A2 ⊔ BH = H ⊓ (((A1 ⊔ A2 ⊔ B) ⊓ (Ã1 ⊔ G1) ⊓ (Ã2 ⊔ G2)) ⊔ (G1 ⊓ G2))RR n° 6570
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nally Boolean algebra rules gives:H = H ⊓ ((A1 ⊓ Ã2 ⊓ G1) ⊔ (Ã1 ⊓ A2 ⊓ G2) ⊔ (G1 ⊓ G2). ⊔ (B ⊓ (Ã1 ⊔ G1) ⊓ (Ã2 ⊔ G2)))
2Lemma 6-a. A ontrat D = (B,H) is an upper bound of two ontrats
C1 = (A1,G1) and C2 = (A2,G2) i it satises the following property:B = A1 ⊓ A2 ⊓ B (47)H = (Ã1 ⊓ G1) ⊔ (Ã2 ⊓ G2) ⊔ (A1 ⊓ A2 ⊓ (G1 ⊔ G2) ⊓ B) ⊔ H (48)Proof. (C1 4 D) ∧ (C2 4 D) ⇐⇒ (lemma 4)B ⊑ A1 ∧ B ⊑ A2(B ⊓ G1) ⊑ H ∧ (B ⊓ G2) ⊑ HG1 ⊑ A1 ⊔ H ∧ G2 ⊑ A2 ⊔ H
⇐⇒ (lattie properties and Boolean algebra rules)B = A1 ⊓ A2 ⊓ BH = (Ã1 ⊓ G1) ⊔ (Ã2 ⊓ G2) ⊔ (B ⊓ (G1 ⊔ G2)) ⊔ H
⇐⇒ (using rst relation in seond one)B = A1 ⊓ A2 ⊓ BH = (Ã1 ⊓ G1) ⊔ (Ã2 ⊓ G2) ⊔ (A1 ⊓ A2 ⊓ B ⊓ (G1 ⊔ G2)) ⊔ H
2Lemma 5. [Greatest lower bound of ontrats℄Two ontrats C1 = (A1,G1) and C2 = (A2,G2) have a greatest lower bound C = (A,G)dened by: A = A1 ⊔ A2 (equation 40)G = ((A1 ⊓ Ã2 ⊓ G1) ⊔ (Ã1 ⊓ A2 ⊓ G2) ⊔ (G1 ⊓ G2)) (equation 41)Proof. C = (A,G) is a lower bound:C is a lower bound i (lemma 5-a)A = A ⊔ A1 ⊔ A2 (learly satised by equation 40)G = G ⊓ ((A1 ⊓ Ã2 ⊓ G1) ⊔ (Ã1 ⊓ A2 ⊓ G2) ⊔ (G1 ⊓ G2)
⊔ (A ⊓ (Ã1 ⊔ G1) ⊓ (Ã2 ⊔ G2))) INRIA
A Boolean algebra of ontrats for logial assume-guarantee reasoning 33As G = ((A1 ⊓ Ã2 ⊓ G1) ⊔ (Ã1 ⊓ A2 ⊓ G2) ⊔ (G1 ⊓ G2)) (equation 41) we get bysubstitution: C is a lower bound iG = G ⊓ (G ⊔ (A ⊓ (Ã1 ⊔ G1) ⊓ (Ã2 ⊔ G2)))
2 if D = (B,H) is a lower bound of C1 and C2 then D renes C:D is a lower bound of C1 and C2 i (lemma C)B = A1 ⊔ A2 ⊔ BH = H ⊓ ((A1 ⊓ Ã2 ⊓ G1) ⊔ (Ã1 ⊓ A2 ⊓ G2) ⊔ (G1 ⊓ G2)
⊔ (B ⊓ (Ã1 ⊔ G1) ⊓ (Ã2 ⊔ G2)))D is a lower bound of C1 and C2 i (substitute A to its value in right hand side ofrst relation and G to its value in right hand side of seond one)B = A ⊔ BH = H ⊓ (G ⊔ (B ⊓ (Ã1 ⊔ G1) ⊓ (Ã2 ⊔ G2)))D renes C i (lemma 4)(a) A ⊑ B (this property is satised)(b) (A ⊓ H) ⊑ G. We have(A ⊓ H) = A ⊓ (G ⊔ (B ⊓ (Ã1 ⊔ G1) ⊓ (Ã2 ⊔ G2)))(sine A ⊑ B)(A ⊓ H) = A ⊓ (G ⊔ (A ⊓ (Ã1 ⊔ G1) ⊓ (Ã2 ⊔ G2)))(sine (A ⊓ (Ã1 ⊔ G1) ⊓ (Ã2 ⊔ G2)) ⊑ G)(A ⊓ H) = A ⊓ G ⊑ G
2() H ⊑ B ⊔ G. We haveH ⊑ (G ⊔ (B ⊓ (Ã1 ⊔ G1) ⊓ (Ã2 ⊔ G2)))
2Lemma 6. [Least upper bound of ontrats℄Two ontrats C1 = (A1,G1) and C2 = (A2,G2) have a least upper bound C = (A,G)dened by: A = A1 ⊓ A2 (equation 42)G = (Ã1 ⊓ G1) ⊔ (Ã2 ⊓ G2) ⊔ (A1 ⊓ G2) ⊔ (A2 ⊓ G1) (equation 43)Proof.
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, J-P. Talpin & T. Gautier C = (A,G) is an upper bound:C is an upper bound i (lemma 6-a)A = A1 ⊓ A2 ⊓ A, learly satisedG = (Ã1 ⊓ G1) ⊔ (Ã2 ⊓ G2) ⊔ (A1 ⊓ A2 ⊓ (G1 ⊔ G2) ⊓ A) ⊔ GWe have (Ã1 ⊓ G1) ⊔ (Ã2 ⊓ G2) ⊔ (A1 ⊓ A2 ⊓ (G1 ⊔ G2) ⊓ A) ⊑ G 2 if D = (B,H) is an upper bound of C1 and C2 then C renes DD is an upper bound of C1 and C2 i (lemma C)B = A1 ⊓ A2 ⊓ BH = (Ã1 ⊓ G1) ⊔ (Ã2 ⊓ G2) ⊔ (A1 ⊓ A2 ⊓ (G1 ⊔ G2) ⊓ B) ⊔ HC renes D i lemma 4(a) B ⊑ A (this property is satised)(b) (B ⊓ G) ⊑ H. We haveH = (Ã1 ⊓ G1) ⊔ (Ã2 ⊓ G2) ⊔ (G ⊓ B) ⊔ H() G ⊑ A ⊔ H. We haveA ⊔ H = A ⊔ (Ã1 ⊓ G1) ⊔ (Ã2 ⊓ G2) ⊔ Hand G ⊑ A ⊔ (Ã1 ⊓ G1) ⊔ (Ã2 ⊓ G2)
2Property 11. (C, 4) is a distributive lattie of suprenum ({0},P⋆) and innum (P⋆,{0}).Proof. ({0},P⋆) is the supremum: for all ontrats (A,G) ((A,G) ⊑ ({0},P⋆)); triviallyheked from lemma 4 (P⋆,{0}) is the inmum: for all ontrats (A,G) ((P⋆,{0}) ⊑ (A,G)) trivially hekedfrom lemma 4 Distributivity: (C1 ⇑ (C2 ⇓ C3)) = ((C1 ⇑ C2) ⇓ (C1 ⇑ C3)); let
C23 = (A23,G23) = (C2 ⇓ C3), where (lemma 5). A23 = A2 ⊔ A3. G23 = ((A2 ⊓ Ã3 ⊓ G2) ⊔ (Ã2 ⊓ A3 ⊓ G3) ⊔ (G2 ⊓ G3))
C12 = (A12,G12) = (C1 ⇑ C2), where (lemma 6). A12 = A1 ⊓ A2. G12 = (Ã1 ⊓ G1) ⊔ (Ã2 ⊓ G2) ⊔ (A2 ⊓ G1) ⊔ (A1 ⊓ G2)
C13 = (A13,G13) = (C1 ⇑ C3), where (lemma 6). A13 = A1 ⊓ A3. G13 = (Ã1 ⊓ G1) ⊔ (Ã3 ⊓ G3) ⊔ (A3 ⊓ G1) ⊔ (A1 ⊓ G3)
C1(23) = (A1(23),G1(23)) = (C1 ⇑ C23) and
C(12)(13) = (A(12)(13),G(12)(13)) = (C12 ⇓ C13) INRIA
A Boolean algebra of ontrats for logial assume-guarantee reasoning 35 A1(23) = A(12)(13)from equation 40, equation 42 and theorem 2 one getA1(23) = A1 ⊓ (A2 ⊔ A3) = (A1 ⊓ A2) ⊔ (A1 ⊓ A3) = A(12)(13) G1(23) = G(12)(13)G1(23) is dened by lemma 6:G1(23) = (Ã1 ⊓ G1) ⊔ (Ã23 ⊓ G23) ⊔ (A1 ⊓ G23) ⊔ (A23 ⊓ G1)Variable substitution:G1(23) = (Ã1 ⊓ G1). ⊔ (Ã2 ⊓ Ã3. ⊓ ((A2 ⊓ Ã3 ⊓ G2) ⊔ (Ã2 ⊓ A3 ⊓ G3) ⊔ (G2 ⊓ G3))). ⊔ (A1. ⊓ ((A2 ⊓ Ã3 ⊓ G2) ⊔ (Ã2 ⊓ A3 ⊓ G3) ⊔ (G2 ⊓ G3))). ⊔ ((A2 ⊔ A3). ⊓ G1)DistributivityG1(23) = (Ã1 ⊓ G1). ⊔ (Ã2 ⊓ Ã3 ⊓ G2 ⊓ G3). ⊔ (A1 ⊓ A2 ⊓ Ã3 ⊓ G2). ⊔ (A1 ⊓ Ã2 ⊓ A3 ⊓ G3). ⊔ (A1 ⊓ G2 ⊓ G3). ⊔ (A2 ⊓ G1). ⊔ (A3 ⊓ G1)Fatorization by (Ã1 ⊓ G1), (Ã1 ⊓ G̃1), (A1 ⊓ G̃1), (A1 ⊓ G1),G1(23) = (Ã1 ⊓ G1). ⊔ (Ã1 ⊓ Ã2 ⊓ Ã3 ⊓ G̃1 ⊓ G2 ⊓ G3). ⊔ (A1 ⊓ G̃1. ⊓ ((A2 ⊓ Ã3 ⊓ G2). ⊔ (Ã2 ⊓ A3 ⊓ G3). ⊔ (G2 ⊓ G3))). ⊔ (A1 ⊓ G1. ⊓ ((G2 ⊓ G3). ⊔ A2. ⊔ A3))G(12)(13) is dened by lemma 5:G(12)(13) = (A12 ⊓ Ã13 ⊓ G12) ⊔ (Ã12 ⊓ A13 ⊓ G13) ⊔ (G12 ⊓ G13)Variable substitution:G(12)(13) = (A1 ⊓ A2. ⊓ (Ã1 ⊔ Ã3). ⊓ ((Ã1 ⊓ G1)
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, J-P. Talpin & T. Gautier. ⊔ (Ã2 ⊓ G2). ⊔ (A2 ⊓ G1). ⊔ (A1 ⊓ G2))). ⊔ ((Ã1 ⊔ Ã2). ⊓ A1 ⊓ A3. ⊓ ((Ã1 ⊓ G1). ⊔ (Ã3 ⊓ G3). ⊔ (A3 ⊓ G1). ⊔ (A1 ⊓ G3))). ⊔ (((Ã1 ⊓ G1). ⊔ (Ã2 ⊓ G2). ⊔ (A2 ⊓ G1). ⊔ (A1 ⊓ G2)). ⊓ ((Ã1 ⊓ G1). ⊔ (Ã3 ⊓ G3). ⊔ (A3 ⊓ G1). ⊔ (A1 ⊓ G3)))DistributivityG(12)(13) = (A1 ⊓ A2 ⊓ Ã3. ⊓ (G1 ⊔ G2)). ⊔ (A1 ⊓ Ã2 ⊓ A3. ⊓ (G1 ⊔ G3)). ⊔ (Ã1 ⊓ G1). ⊔ (Ã2 ⊓ G2 ⊓ Ã3 ⊓ G3). ⊔ (Ã2 ⊓ G2 ⊓ A3 ⊓ G1). ⊔ (Ã2 ⊓ G2 ⊓ A1 ⊓ G3). ⊔ (A2 ⊓ G1 ⊓ Ã3 ⊓ G3). ⊔ (A2 ⊓ G1 ⊓ A3 ⊓ G1). ⊔ (A2 ⊓ G1 ⊓ A1 ⊓ G3). ⊔ (A1 ⊓ G2 ⊓ Ã3 ⊓ G3). ⊔ (A1 ⊓ G2 ⊓ A3 ⊓ G1). ⊔ (A1 ⊓ G2 ⊓ (A1 ⊓ G3))Fatorization by (Ã1 ⊓ G1), (Ã1 ⊓ G̃1), (A1 ⊓ G̃1), (A1 ⊓ G1),G(12)(13) = (Ã1 ⊓ G1). ⊔ (Ã1 ⊓ Ã2 ⊓ Ã3 ⊓ G̃1 ⊓ G2 ⊓ G3). ⊔ (A1 ⊓ G̃1. ⊓ ((A2 ⊓ Ã3 ⊓ G2). ⊔ Ã2 ⊓ A3 ⊓ G3. ⊔ (G2 ⊓ G3))). ⊔ (A1 ⊓ G1 INRIA
A Boolean algebra of ontrats for logial assume-guarantee reasoning 37. ⊓ ((G2 ⊓ G3). ⊔ A2. ⊔ A3))
2Property 12. A ontrat C1 = (A1,G1) has a omplementary C̃1 = (A2,G2) i A1 =G̃1; this omplementary is then C̃1 = (G1,G̃1)Proof.Two ontrats C1 = (A1,G1) and C2 = (A2,G2) are omplementary i their greatest lowerbound is the ontrat (P⋆,{0}), and their least upper bound is the ontrat ({0},P⋆). Thus
C1 = (A1,G1) andC2 = (A2,G2) are omplementary i they satisfy the following properties:1 A1 ⊔ A2 = P⋆2 ((A1 ⊓ Ã2 ⊓ G1) ⊔ (Ã1 ⊓ A2 ⊓ G2) ⊔ (G1 ⊓ G2)) = {0}3 A1 ⊓ A2 = {0}4 (Ã1 ⊓ G1) ⊔ (Ã2 ⊓ G2) ⊔ (A1 ⊓ G2) ⊔ (A2 ⊓ G1) = P⋆these properties are satised i13 A2 = Ã1 (equations 1 and 3)2-1 (A1 ⊓ G1) = {0}2-2 (Ã1 ⊓ G2) = {0}2-3 (G1 ⊓ G2) = {0}4 (Ã1 ⊓ G1) ⊔ (A1 ⊓ G2) = P⋆these properties are satised i13 A2 = Ã1 (equations 1 and 3)2-1 (A1 ⊓ G1) = {0}2-2 (Ã1 ⊓ G2) = {0}2-3 (G1 ⊓ G2) = {0}4 (A1 ⊔ G̃1) ⊓ (Ã1 ⊔ G̃2) = {0}these properties are satised i
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, J-P. Talpin & T. Gautier13 A2 = Ã1 (equations 1 and 3)2-1 (A1 ⊓ G1) = {0}2-2 (Ã1 ⊓ G2) = {0}2-3 (G1 ⊓ G2) = {0}4-2 A1 ⊓ G̃2 = {0}4-3 Ã1 ⊓ G̃1 = {0}4-4 G̃1 ⊓ G̃2 = {0}these properties are satised i A2 = Ã1 (equations 1 and 3) G1 = Ã1 (equations 2-1 and 4-3) G2 = A1 (equations 2-2 and 4-2)
2Property 13. A ontrat C renes the elimination of a variable in C: C 4 C\xProof.let C = (A,G); from lemma 4 and denition 17, C 4 C\x i the following properties aresatised(a) A|∀x ⊑ A(b) (A|∀x ⊓ G) ⊑ G|∃x() G ⊑ A ⊔ G|∃xThe satisfation of these properties is a trivial onsequene of property 9 and theorem 2
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